
Health & Climate 
Conference
Friday 15th July | Frome, Somerset
Welcoming you to a day dedicated to health, 
wellbeing, climate and community action



Welcome

About the hosts
A Green & Healthy Future for 
Frome wants to achieve a health 
and climate win-win by exploring 
ways to help local people make 
changes which are good for their 
health and the planet’s health. 
This community-led initiative 
is based on the fact that these 
issues are firmly linked – if we 
improve one, we’ll also improve 
the other, enabling everyone to 
share in a healthier, fairer and 
more sustainable future. 
 
We are a unique partnership 
between Edventure: Frome, 
Frome Medical Practice, Frome 
Town Council and our local 
community. We have joined 
forces to create opportunities 
which are helping people to 
improve their health whilst 
reducing their environmental 
impact in different ways. 

Our programme is made up of 
six strands (see next page): 

Welcome to our Health & Climate Conference, 
we are delighted that you’re here. The day is 
about sharing our learnings from the ‘Green & 
Healthy Future for Frome’ project and exploring 
the ways in which community action can help 
secure a better future. You will hear from the 
project partners and strand leads about their 
experiences on this pioneering project as well as 
external speakers who will give insight into the 
wider context of health and climate justice. 
 
In the afternoon, you have the chance to focus 
further into each of our subject areas through 
joining one of the breakout sessions. You can 
then join one of our partners in a relaxed and 
informal ‘out and about’ in Frome, with time for 
exchange and discussion. We end with drinks 
and chat at Frome Town Hall to connect with 
others and reflect on the day.

This conference marks a moment for us, 18 
months into our Climate Action Fund funded 
development phase. It also marks the start, we 
hope, of conversation and exchange with every 
one of you going forward, whether you live in 
Frome or beyond.
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https://greenhealthyfuturefrome.org/
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The six strands
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Our programme is made possible 
by funding from the Climate Action 
Fund through The National Lottery 
Community Fund.

Funded by: Thanks to additional  
sponsorship for this event from

Future Shed is a space which offers 
practical support to get green and 
healthy initiatives and enterprises off 
the ground through building networks, 
connecting people and ideas, signposting 
and start-up coaching. Meet ups and 
co-working take place on Fridays at 
Edventure’s space.

Cycle Together offers people in Frome 
the opportunity to borrow an ebike, free 
of charge, for four weeks. Participants 
also have the option to attend up to six 
hours of guided group rides to build 
confidence and meet new people.

Choosing Wisely supports patients at 
Frome Medical Practice to make small 
changes which enable them to enjoy 
healthier and greener lifestyles. It is 
also addressing unnecessary use of 
medication and testing, helping to reduce 
medical-related carbon emissions.

Green Community Connectors 
offers one-hour training sessions where 
together, participants can explore how to 
take positive steps to make a difference 
to the planet and people’s wellbeing, as 
individuals and as a community.

Storytelling is about the story of our 
community-led projects and how we are 
taking action on climate & health. We 
are sharing our learnings and reaching a 
wider community through events, social 
media, toolkits and film.
 
Healthy Homes is supporting residents, 
especially those experiencing fuel poverty 
or living in cold and damp conditions, 
to access financial support and advice 
to improve the energy efficiency of their 
homes, helping them to save money, 
improve their health and cut carbon.

Toolkits
Today we are launching our six toolkits which 
share the learnings of each of our programme 
strands in more detail. We hope these inspire 
and enable you to develop plans and adapt 
our ideas for your own communities. We have 
shared what we did, what worked well, the 
challenges we faced and the learnings taken 
from them. From Wednesday 20th July, the 
toolkits will be publicly available on our website 
www.greenhealthyfuturefrome.org/storytelling.

Access our toolkits:

Future Shed
Cycle Together
Choosing Wisely
GCC
Storytelling
Healthy Homes

Films
We have produced a series of short films 
which showcase our project strands in action. 
Watch them here.

https://greenhealthyfuturefrome.org/future-shed-frome/
https://greenhealthyfuturefrome.org/cycle-together/
https://greenhealthyfuturefrome.org/choosing-wisely/
https://greenhealthyfuturefrome.org/green-community-connectors/
https://greenhealthyfuturefrome.org/storytelling/
https://greenhealthyfuturefrome.org/healthy-homes/
http://www.greenhealthyfuturefrome.org/storytelling
https://greenhealthyfuturefrome.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/GHF_Toolkit_FutureShed_v7.pdf
https://greenhealthyfuturefrome.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/GHF_Toolkit_CycleT_v5.pdf
https://greenhealthyfuturefrome.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/GHF_Toolkit_ChooseWisely_v8.pdf
https://greenhealthyfuturefrome.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/GHF_Toolkit_GCC_v7.pdf
https://greenhealthyfuturefrome.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/GHF_Toolkit_Storytelling_v6.pdf
https://greenhealthyfuturefrome.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/GHF_Toolkit_HealthyHomes_v7.pdf
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLtbISBvCoSY6am1AB02Jx3blsc05UMII1
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*We will be serving a plant-based vegan lunch including locally baked breads, dips, tarts and salads. Gluten free 
options are available. Please check with catering staff if you have any allergies or other dietary requirements.

Conference timetable

Time 

9:30 - 10:30

 

10:30 - 11:20

11.20 - 11.30  

11:30 - 12:05

12:05 - 12:10

12:10 - 13:10

Event

Registration
Free teas and coffees available on arrival

Displays and activities throughout day
l  Frome Seed Library launch and seed collection  

boxes open - chat with Caroline Wajsblum from  
Frome Field 2 Fork

l  ‘Everyone Needs Pockets’ - Future Shed Clothing and 
Textiles Reuse Display

Green & Healthy Future for Frome –  
introducing our programme
Welcome and introduction - Johannes Moeller & Sue Palmer

l  Frome Medical Practice - Jenny Hartnoll 
Choosing Wisely - Dr Helen Kingston 
Green Community Connectors - Charlotte Carson

l  Frome Town Council - Nikki Brain 
Healthy Homes - Jo Morris 
Cycle Together - Emma Parker 
Evaluation - Dr Owen King

l  Edventure 
Future Shed - Sue Palmer

Table introductions
Meet the people beside you

Guest speakers (short talks)
l Dr Rita Issa - GP and Climate Activist (online)
l  Ian Preston - Director of Household Energy Services at 

Centre for Sustainable Energy
l  Yvonne Bignall - Women’s Health advocate
l  Grace Maddrell - climate and equality advocate, editor of 

Tomorrow is Too Late (Indigo Press, 2021)

Plan for the afternoon
Choices of breakout sessions

Lunch*
Plant-based buffet
 Sign up for afternoon breakout session (choose one)

Morning sessions

Venue

Main Hall, 
Cheese & Grain

Frome Town 
Library

Main Hall, 
Cheese & Grain

Main Hall, 
Cheese & Grain

Main Hall, 
Cheese & Grain

Main Hall, 
Cheese & Grain

Main Hall, 
Cheese & Grain

@ghfuturefrome
 #healthclimatefrome
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Conference timetable

Time 

13:15

  13:35 - 14:35 
(5 mins to 
move)

Event

Guest speaker
Jonathan Higman, Chief Executive Designate of Somerset 
Integrated Care Board

Breakout sessions

Health (Choosing Wisely)
What more can we do to embed sustainability in all 
healthcare? Dr Helen Kingston

Community Building (Green Community Connectors)
How do we make sure everyone has the opportunity to  
be included? Charlotte Carson, Jenny Hartnoll

Energy & Housing (Healthy Homes)
How can we support community-led retrofit to benefit 
health and climate? Nikki Brain, Jo Morris

Community Enterprise (Future Shed)
How do we support and inspire projects and ventures  
to be green and healthy? Hear the ‘pitches’ and visions for 
the future from Future Shed participants  
Sue Palmer, Johannes Moeller

Active Travel (Cycle Together)
How do we switch the default from cars to active travel
and have maximum impact? Emma Parker

Afternoon sessions

Venue

Main Hall, 
Cheese & Grain

Cheese & Grain

Main Hall (shared)

Main Hall (shared)

Large upstairs 
room: 25 people 
max

Large upstairs 
room: 25 people 
max

Outdoors
Capacity: 25

14:40 - 15:00  
(5 mins to 
move) 

15:00 - 15:30

15.15 - 16:15

16.00 - 17.00

16.00 - 17.30

Conference wrap-up
Vision for communities/ exchange of ideas
Outline of afternoon activities

Loop: Frome
Trike and living earth compost on show

‘Out and about’ 
Informal tours around Frome with chat and discussion 
led by each of our partners

Teen science debate workshop with Science Boost 
facilitator Katie Marshall – ‘Should flying be banned 
for 10 years’?
For 13-18 year olds only. Separate pre-booking essential

Meet up and chat
Tours will end at Frome Town Hall
Drinks and snacks provided free

Main Hall, 
Cheese & Grain

Outside Cheese & 
Grain

Various locations 
around Frome, 
meet outside 
Cheese & Grain

Upstairs, Cheese 
& Grain

Council Chamber, 
Frome Town Hall
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Associated activities at Frome Library 
(From the Cheese & Grain, across the car park towards the shops, before the footbridge on the left)
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Frome Seed Library
Working in partnership between The Gaia 
Foundation, Future Shed, Somerset Libraries, 
and Frome Field 2 Fork, we grew the idea of a 
seed library. Today is the launch of the Frome 
Seed Library, coordinated by volunteer Kerry 
Meech and four other volunteers. Donate 
spare seeds of veg, fruit or flowers in the 
collection boxes in the Cheese & Grain or in 
Frome Library, and take away seeds to grow. 
Please make sure they are clearly labelled in the 
envelopes provided, and no F1 varieties. 
 
The Frome Seed Library will act as a permanent 
seed swap, with a dedicated cabinet upstairs in 
the Library, which has been specially decorated 
by children from Vallis Primary School. The 
cabinet will be filled with heritage seeds, 
working with gardeners and farmers. Over time, 
we aim to create a library of seeds adapted 
to the growing conditions of Frome, meaning 
more resilient plants, and a shared community 
of seed collecting and sharing.

 @fromeseedlibrary 
 fromeseedlibrary@gmail.com

A climate / health debate workshop for young people aged 13 - 18: 
‘Should flying be banned for 10 years’
Upstairs, Cheese & Grain
For up to 20 young people (pre-book essential) from 4pm - 5pm, with Science Boost facilitator 
Katie Marshall. This structured debate involves 8 characters, each with different backgrounds and 
views on why flying should or shouldn’t be banned. The workshop explores the impact flying has 
on our planet and considers the social, economic and technical issues around climate change 
and human activity. www.scienceboostfrome.com

Loop: Frome
Outside the Cheese & Grain 
Loop plans to build a new regeneration network in Frome through collectively forming the  
vision of a new circular community. Find the trike and living earth compost outside The Cheese  
& Grain at 3pm. www.loopfrome.org

Everyone Needs Pockets - 
Future Shed Clothing & Textiles 
Reuse Network 
Display of revamped, repaired and 
repurposed clothing made by members of 
this growing network of makers in Frome. The 
collective wants to make a difference in our 
town through researching local and global 
sustainability issues, and looking at how the 
community of Frome can change things for 
the future. Everyone Needs Pockets started at 
Future Shed in March 2022 and usually meets 
on the third Friday of the month. 

Members of the network - Tamara, Ali and 
Anna - are doing a short presentation as 
part of the Future Shed breakout afternoon 
session.

 @everyoneneedspockets 

https://www.instagram.com/fromeseedlibrary/
mailto:fromeseedlibrary@gmail.com
http://www.scienceboostfrome.com
http://www.loopfrome.org
https://www.instagram.com/everyoneneedspockets/
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Guest speakers 
(In presenting order)
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Dr Rita Issa 
GP and Climate Activist (online)
Dr Rita Issa is climate-focussed NHS GP, activist and research fellow at 
the UCL Institute for Global Health, studying the intersections of climate 
change, migration and health justice. She undertook her medical training 
at the pioneering social enterprise Bromley by Bow Centre and has co-
founded a number of campaigns and advocacy groups.

Ian Preston
Director of Household Energy Services, Centre for Sustainable Energy
Ian Preston has over 20 years of experience in sustainable energy and is 
a leading expert on retrofit, fuel poverty and energy justice. As Director 
of Household Energy Services at the Centre for Sustainable Energy, he 
oversees award-winning advice projects. His expertise spans practical 
project delivery, research and policy analysis. 
 
Yvonne Bignall
Women’s Health Advocate
With over 37 years in the health & fitness industry, Yvonne Bignall, self-care 
coach and award-winning women’s health advocate, is a catalyst of change, 
reconnecting women to their innate power through self-care. In her talks, 
she shares her passion for raising awareness of how personal wellbeing & 
nature connect and how they support each other in order for us to thrive.

Grace Maddrell
Climate and Equality Advocate
Grace Maddrell is a 16-year-old writer and climate/ social justice advocate, 
currently based in Frome, Somerset. They have been involved with climate 
issues since they were 13 and have worked with a variety of groups and 
campaigns. Grace is the editor of Tomorrow Is Too Late, a collection 
of essays by youth climate activists from around the world, which was 
published by Indigo Press in September 2021.

Jonathan Higman
Chief Executive Designate, Somerset ICB
Jonathan Higman is the Chief Executive of NHS Somerset Integrated 
Care Board, the new organisation that is responsible for establishing the 
strategic priorities for the NHS in Somerset and working with organisations 
across the county to improve the health of our population. Jonathan lives in 
Somerset and was previously the Chief Executive of Yeovil District Hospital 
NHS Foundation Trust. 
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Green & Healthy Future for Frome
Project Team
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Edventure: Frome 
Johannes Moeller
Managing Director 
Johannes is the co-founder and MD of Edventure: Frome where he has spent the 
last 10 years supporting groups and individuals to set up community initiatives, 
social enterprises and small businesses in Frome. He is a qualified social enterprise 
advisor and coach and initiator of the Edventure Start-Up Course. He is passionate 
about helping people step towards a livelihood that matters to them.

Sue Palmer
Green & Healthy Project Manager and Future Shed Lead
Sue is an artist, project manager and producer, working for over 30 years in 
participatory and public projects. Working in Edventure, Sue manages the 
partnership programme and is the lead for Future Shed. Sue has worked on a 
number of Lottery-funded arts and public space projects, and is glad to be working 
in her home town of Frome, on a climate focused project.

Poppy Taylor
Green & Healthy Events & Marketing Lead and Storytelling Lead
Poppy is leading on the events, communications and Storytelling for the Green & 
Healthy Future for Frome project. She has overseen the creation of our films and 
toolkits and together with Sue, has organised this conference. Poppy has recently 
completed an MSc in Sustainability, where her research focussed on menstrual 
health, and brings her passion for engaging different voices in climate discussions, 
having previously hosted Wiltshire’s first Youth Climate Conference. 

Frome Medical Practice 
Dr Helen Kingston
GP and Choosing Wisely Lead
Helen is a GP and Senior Partner at Frome Medical Practice and leads on the 
Choosing Wisely strand for the Green & Healthy Future for Frome project. Her work 
has been recognised nationally and internationally, including a Points of Light award 
from the previous Prime Minister. Her leadership has helped set up one of the most 
successful social prescribing services nationally and a complex care team which has 
dramatically reduced hospital admissions.

Karen Creffield
Practice and PCN Manager
Since joining the practice four years ago from the University sector, Karen has been 
inspired and excited about leading and supporting the changes at Frome Medical 
Practice towards being more sustainable. She is hopeful about the future and the 
role Frome can play to encourage others to become more involved in solving the 
challenges we have ahead of us.
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Frome Medical Practice 
Jenny Hartnoll
Health Connections Development Lead
Together with Dr Helen Kingston, Jenny set up the community development and 
social prescribing side of what the practice called the ‘Frome model of enhanced 
Primary Care’ in 2013. The project was designed to better connect and support 
patients and improve working lives for those in health care. As a result of the work 
led by Jenny and her team, Frome has been described as a national leader in this 
field and has even received international recognition with a recent feature in the 
New York Times.

Charlotte Carson
Green Health Connector and Green Community Connector Lead
Charlotte is to our knowledge the UK’s – and probably the world’s – first Green 
Health Connector appointed and working in Primary Care. Her work supports 
practice and community change. Charlotte leads the Green Community Connector 
training which educates people on the links between our health and the climate and 
connects them to local opportunities which are good for them and the planet. 

Frome Town Council
Peter Wheelhouse
Economic Development & Regeneration Manager and Deputy Town Clerk
Peter has over three decades experience in economic development within local 
government. He has worked for Frome Town Council for the last ten years where 
he has been the strategic lead on the regeneration of the town. He is responsible 
for shaping some of the council’s services including sustainable transport, energy 
efficiency and waste reduction.

Nikki Brain
Resilience Manager 
Nikki manages FTC’s Resilience work programme which aims to support individuals, 
organisations and businesses in Frome to become healthier, more self-reliant 
and sustainable. Her work includes building economic resilience through local 
production of food and resources, reducing waste, and encouraging reuse and 
sharing initiatives as well as reducing Frome Town Council’s own emissions and 
working with District and County Councils to address the Climate Emergency.

Emma Parker
Project Officer and Cycle Together Lead
Emma is part of the Resilience team and is working with local community groups to 
increase participation in activities relating to health and wellbeing. She is responsible 
for projects that promote sustainable and active travel, ranging from school travel 
to e-bikes to car clubs. She also leads the Cycle Together strand of Green & Healthy 
Future for Frome.
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Frome Town Council
Joanna Morris
Resilience Officer and Healthy Homes Lead
Joanna is the Resilience Officer at Frome Town Council and leads the council’s 
biodiversity and zero waste work. Joanna works closely with Charlotte at Frome 
Medical Practice in delivering the Plastic Free Periods project. She also leads the 
Green & Healthy Future for Frome ‘Healthy Homes’ project, providing support and 
energy advice to residents, with a focus on tackling fuel poverty.

Dr Owen King
Climate Action Researcher
As a researcher and lecturer in human geography, Owen’s main interests include 
resource politics, public participation and governance. He is the researcher and 
evaluator for the Green & Healthy Future for Frome project. Working with the project 
team and participants, he helps analyse and measure the impact of the project’s 
contribution to creating a greener, healthier and happier community in Frome.

Special thanks 
Beyond the project team, there are many people we wish to thank for supporting this project through 
offering their time and expertise, participating in our programme strands and being part of our work  
and vision. Thank you to:

Hannah Burd - GHFF Project Manager (on maternity 
leave) who initiated the plan for this conference. 

Green & Healthy Future for Frome board members  
Mel Usher, Peter Macfadyen, Sheila Gore, Esther 
Maughan McLachlan and Michalina Rokotowski for 
their continual support and insights throughout the 
project.

Staff at Edventure, especially Lisa Hawes for 
guidance and support with communications in our 
work, as well as Dan Saleh, Doug Stewart, Cassie 
Morris, Lisa Haines and coach Ruth Knagg.

Staff at Frome Medical Practice, particularly Nicola 
Cretney for assistance in promoting the conference 
and project.

Staff at Frome Town Council, particularly front of 
house for general and hosting support and the 
communications team for assisting with promotion 
of the conference and project. Thanks also to 
George Tomlinson for adapting the map for this 
event.

Frome Library and staff led by Liz Stone for hosting 
our associated activities at this event.

The Gaia Foundation, Somerset Libraries, Caroline 
Wajsblum, Cherry Truluck and Kerry Meech for 
launching and coordinating the Frome Seed 
Library.

All the participants and volunteers at Future Shed 
for their enthusiasm and dedication, particularly to 
those participating in our conference.

Nick Moyle for designing our toolkits and this digital 
delegate pack.

Alex Evans for filming and producing our short 
films for the project.

Steve Creffield for photographing our conference.

The Cheese & Grain for their additional 
sponsorship for this event.

The National Lottery Community Fund (Climate 
Action Fund) and our grant officer Zoe Holness.

Frome’s Climate Action Group.

The amazing community of Frome.

You for joining us today!
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Travel information
Frome is served by regular bus services including:
l  D2 from Bath
l  X34 from Chippenham
l  184/414/424 from Midsomer Norton
l  53/X53 from Warminster
l  162 from Shepton Mallet

Direct trains are also available from Westbury, 
Bath, Bristol and London Waterloo (see online 
for times). A member of the team will be waiting 
at Frome train station, to walk you down to The 
Cheese & Grain together at around 10am.

Cafes and restaurants
There are lots of cafes and restaurants in Frome. 
There is an in-house cafe at the Cheese & Grain 
(open 9am - 5pm). The nearest cafe is at the 
Black Swan Arts, just across the car park. We are 
providing a plant-based lunch at the conference 
(included free with your ticket) and you are 
welcome to join us for free drinks and snacks at 
Frome Town Hall from 4pm.

Toolkits
Download our toolkits from Wednesday 20th July 
at www.greenhealthyfuturefrome.org/storytelling.

Films
Take a look at our short films which showcase 
our project strands in action. Watch them here.

Map
Download a large map of Frome here

Let’s stay connected
Contact us:
Sue Palmer 
sue @edventurefrome.org
07434 898059

Poppy Taylor
poppy@edventurefrome.org 
07434 366686

Our website:  
https://greenhealthyfuturefrome.
org/

Follow us and tag us in your 
social media posts:
@ghfuturefrome
@edventurefrome
@frome.medical.practice
@fromecommunity

Hashtags:
#healthclimatefrome
#greenhealthyfuturefrome
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Car Park

Electric Vehicle Charging Point 

Church

Coach Park

Public Toilets

Main Bus Stop

Play Ground

Post Office

Sustrans Route 24

Taxi Rank

Point of Interest
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Welcome to Frome
Bennett Centre 
Black Swan Arts
Catherine Hill 
Cheap Street 
Cheese and Grain 
Discover Frome Information Point 
Edventure
Frome Community Hospital & Health Centre 
Frome Town Hall
Gallery at the Station
Kingsway Centre 
Leisure Centre 
Library
Mary Baily Field 
Masonic Hall 
Memorial Theatre and Assembly Rooms 
Merlin Theatre 
Millennium Green 
Museum 
Pronto Bikes - ebike hire
Railway Station 
Riverside Walk 
RISE & The Whittox Gallery
Rodden Meadow 
Rook Lane Arts 
Show Field and Cricket Club
Silk Mill Studios
The WHY Gallery
Victoria Park
Welshmill Park
Westway Centre
Westway Cinema
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E5
D5
A6
D2
D4
D4
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http://www.greenhealthyfuturefrome.org/storytelling
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLtbISBvCoSY6am1AB02Jx3blsc05UMII1
https://greenhealthyfuturefrome.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Map-of-Frome-Edventure.pdf
mailto:sue @edventurefrome.org
mailto:poppy@edventurefrome.org
https://greenhealthyfuturefrome.org/
https://greenhealthyfuturefrome.org/

